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Abstract

Proposed Methods

Experiments and Results

We propose contextual language models that incorporate
dialog level discourse information into language
modeling. Previous works on contextual language model
treat preceding utterances as a sequence of inputs,
without considering dialog interactions. We design
recurrent neural network (RNN) based contextual
language models that specially track the interactions
between speakers in a dialog. Experiment results on
Switchboard Dialog Act Corpus show that the proposed
model outperforms conventional single turn based RNN
language model by 3.3% on perplexity. The proposed
models also demonstrate advantageous performance over
other competitive contextual language models.

Dialog Context Language Model

Data set: Switchboard Dialog Act Corpus (SwDA)

Let D = (U1, U2, ... , UK) be a dialog of K turns involving two
speakers. The kth turn Uk = (w1, w2, ... , wTk ) has Tk words.
Probability of the target turn Uk given dialog context:

•
•
•
•

Train (sw00 to sw09): 98.7K turns (190.0K utterances)
Dev (sw11 to sw13): 5.7K turns (11.3K utterances)
Test (sw10): 11.9K turns (22.2K utterances)
Vocab size: 10K

Table 1: Perplexities on SwDA corpus with different dialog
context turn sizes (K)

Contextual RNNLM

RNNLM with TRUE
dialog act as context

Table 2: Perplexity relative change (%) per POS tag

Introduction / Motivation

Interactive Dialog Context LM (IDCLM)

• RNN language model becomes an increasingly
popular choice in many areas such as speech
recognition and spoken dialog systems.

Consistent performance
Gain for pronouns,
prepositions, and adverbs

Table 3: Perplexity relative change (%) per Dialog Act tag

• Contextual information, such as topic of the dialog
and the dialog act, can be encoded and added to RNN
to make the language model context-aware.
• Language models using document level context have
been proposed [1, 2] by encoding text before the
target sentence as context vectors.
• Such document context models may not be suitable
for modeling turn-taking in a dialog, as they simply
treat preceding sentences as a sequence of inputs,
without modeling interactions between speakers.
• We address this problem by proposing contextual
RNN language models that specially track the
interactions between speakers in a dialog.

External State Interactive Dialog Context LM
(ESIDCLM)

Conclusions
• We propose two dialog context language models that
with special design to model dialog interactions.
• Our proposed models outperform conventional RNN
language model by 3.3% on SwDA corpus.
• The proposed models show advantageous performance
over several competitive contextual language models.
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